
Unit 3 Review Sheet 
 

1. Characteristics of Islamic architecture 
2. Characteristics of Swahili language 
3. Cremation is more important than burial in what religion? 
4. Define and give and example of acculturation.  
5. Define and give an example of assimilation 
6. Define chain migration and give an example. 
7. Define Cultural norms 
8. Define custom 
9. Define emigrate. 
10. Define ethnic cleansing. 
11. Define ethnic enclave. 
12. Define expansion diffusion 
13. Define group language. 
14. Define hierarchical religion. 
15. Define isogloss. 
16. Define Lingua franca and give an example 
17. Define monolingual and give an example. 
18. Define non-evangelical, universalizing religion. 
19. Define norm. 
20. Define pidgin language 
21. Define popular culture. 
22. Define Race 
23. Define religious toponyms 
24. Define revival language and give an example. 
25. Define stereotyping 
26. Define syncretic 
27. Define toponyms 
28. Define universal religion 
29. Explain and give an example of cultural hearth. 
30. Explain  the conflict in Northern Ireland. 
31. How did the Arabic language diffuse? 
32. How do geographers identify cultural regions within a country? 
33. How has immigration affect religion in the US? 
34. Sacred sights in Judaism 
35. The onion-domed churches in Moscow are most clearly examples of that city’s cultural what? 
36. What are the characteristics of folk culture? 
37. What are the two largest language families?  
38. What current religion does not require its followers to identify with only one religion? 
39. What effect did Europe have on African religion? 
40. What effect will popular culture have on women’s rights in less developed countries? 
41. What is the Anatolian hearth theory? 
42. What is the difference between ethnicity and nationality?  
43. What is the difference between race and ethnicity? 
44. What is the dominant branch of Islam? 
45. What region compose the United States? 
46. What region of the globe is the most linguistically diverse?  
47. Where are the majority of Amish located in America? 
48. Where does pop culture generally originate? 
49. Who are the Kurds? 
50. Who is involved in the ethnic conflict in Sri Lanka? 
51. Why do countries have more than one official language? 
52. Why do groups want to preserve their traditional language? 
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